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The existence of complex control mechanisms in the catabolism of molecules uti-
lized for energy production forms the basis of the relationship between function
and metabolic regulation. This is especially important in the brain, where nu-
merous in vitro and in vivo experiments have lend support to the theory of the
coupling between neuronal activity and energy metabolism, a view enlightened
several decades ago and now consolidated. Notwithstanding, many details re-
mained unresolved about the fate of nutrients within the brain parenchyma and
the consequent exchanges of substances, particularly between neurons and as-
trocytes, whose involvement in the neurometabolic coupling is well established.
Unfortunately, due to limited spatial and temporal resolution, the currently
available experimental techniques do not allow specific measurements of cere-
bral metabolites in different cell types in situ. Therefore, the analysis of the
incomplete experimental data requires the formulation and application of math-
ematical models. In this paper, we explore these theoretical accounts in the
construction of a unified biochemical framework of supply and demand in the
context of compartmentalized brain energy metabolism. The model successfully
predicts the time-course of observable variables, while providing information
about a number of processes underlying neural activity. Future work is ex-
pected to gain insights by testing the model with respect to different hypotheses
about transport and metabolic cell specialization, as well as about the degree of
activation of neurons and astrocytes following brain stimulation.

Abbreviations used: ADC, apparent diffusion coefficient; ADP, adenosine 5’-diphosphate;
AK, adenylate kinase; AMP, adenosine 5’-monophosphate; ANLS, astrocyte-neuron lactate
shuttle; ATP, adenosine 5’-triphosphate; BBB, blood-brain barrier; CBF, cerebral blood
flow; CK, creatine kinase; CMRGlc, cerebral metabolic rate of glucose; CMRO2, cerebral
metabolic rate of oxygen; Cr, creatine; ECM, extracellular matrix; fMRI, functional mag-
netic resonance imaging; GAP, glyceraldehyde-phosphate; GLUT, glucose transporter; HK,
hexokinase; LAC, lactate; LDH, lactate dehydrogenase; MCT, monocarboxylate transporter;
NADH, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide; OGI, oxygen-glucose index; PCr, phosphocrea-
tine; PDH, pyruvate dehydrogenase; PEP, phosphoenolpyruvate; PET, positron emission
tomography; PFK, phosphofructokinase; PGK, phosphoglycerate kinase; PK, pyruvate ki-
nase; PYR, pyruvate; TCA, tricarboxylic acid cycle.
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1 Introduction

The brain possesses several intrinsic mechanisms that couple neural activity to the
vascular response, which are activated by a number of metabolic products whose
relevant pathways are up- or down-regulated. The understanding of this functional
metabolic response has been made difficult by the recent concern of astroglial cells
in many aspects of brain physiology. Astrocytes have been historically recognized as
sole supportive cells, yet they have a primary role in chemical neurotransmission and
vascular regulation [1]. In fact, on the one hand astrocytes are in close proximity
to the synaptic element, and on the other they participate to the formation of the
blood-brain barrier (BBB), thereby contributing to mediate the access of nutrients
to the brain parenchyma. The involvement of astrocytes in the coupling between
neuronal activity and metabolism is awarded by the potential for these cells to re-
spond to synaptic activity with intracellular metabolic cascades which have effects
of both vasodilation and vasoconstriction on smooth muscle cells surrounding cere-
bral arterioles [2]. Moreover, the emergence of novel astrocytic functions entailed a
crescent role of astrocytes in neurometabolic coupling, classically exclusive of neu-
rons. Indeed, the central dogma of brain metabolism tied neuronal activity alone to
the cerebral metabolic rate of glucose and oxygen [3, 4]. On the opposite, in brain
regions of focal activation an increase of anaerobic metabolism and a concomitant
accumulation of lactate is observed [5, 6]. Further, the finding that the principal ex-
citatory neurotransmitter of the central nervous system L-glutamate stimulates the
release of lactate by cultured astrocytes [7] led to the hypothesis that neurons may
utilize considerable lactate derived by astrocytes in intact tissue. More importantly,
according to this view astrocytes would represent the primary site of brain glucose
uptake. In spite of its formal coherence, the plausibility of such a scenario, which is
known as the astrocyte to neuron lactate shuttle (ANLS), remains widely debated.
In fact, no conclusive proofs have been produced that neurons utilize preferentially
astrocyte-derived lactate during their physiological activity [8, 9].

The fallacy in performing conclusive measurements about glucose and lactate
fluxes within the brain favored the recent appearance of modeling perspectives dealing
with functional cerebral metabolism. Nonetheless, complications arise due to the het-
erogeneous character of the tissue emerging from the complex ultrastructural features
as well as from the enzymatic specialization of individual cell types. Both aspects
lift the metabolic network in order to ensure the maintenance of far-from-equilibrium
metabolites homeostasis and its adaptation to a varying demand, thereby providing
a link between function and metabolic regulation. It is interesting to investigate how
this shapes the metabolic network in the brain, which is known to possess a highly
compartmentalized metabolism and where the trafficking of substances between dif-
ferent cell types is thought to be central. Recently, several mathematical models have
appeared that describe the physiological processes which characterize the functional
activation of neural cells in relation to brain metabolism [10–12]. Since theoretical
models use several a priori assumptions to obtain reliable results, it is advisable to
limit the number of required premises by combining all the available theoretical in-
formation of nutrients transport and catabolism in the brain tissue. Here, we unified
the current quantitative description of metabolic and physiological cellular processes
with the detailed kinetic properties of substance delivery to the brain. Noticeably,
we obtained results in agreement with the classical view of the cerebral metabolism,
with glucose primarily taken up by neurons. Furthermore, simulations showed that
the neuronal element likely represents the cellular origin of excess lactate produced
following brain activation. After its validation process [11, 12], metabolic modeling
of the human brain can be capitalized as a tool to test hypotheses and guide experi-
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mental strategies. Moreover, comprehending the metabolic details underlying brain
activity is fundamental inasmuch as the functional images of activated brain areas
obtained with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) or positron emission
tomography (PET) are produced by the signal created by the cerebral metabolism.
Thus, results of mathematical models may help in understanding how imaging meth-
ods relate to the activity of the resting and stimulated brain.

2 Methods—Description of the model

The mathematical description of cell metabolism can be implemented essentially ac-
cording to two different representations, which rest on the stoichiometric [13] or the
kinetic modeling approach [14]. The former assumes the existence of a pseudo steady-
state for metabolic intermediates, thereby warranting flux analysis based basically
on mass balance (reviewed by [15]). However, because of the inherently dynamic
nature of all metabolic processes, this method places severe limitation which are
difficult to get around without imposing additional constraints [16]. On the other
hand, kinetic modeling is made complicated by the requirement of individual reac-
tion rate equations containing a large number of parameters which, especially for
large scale metabolic networks, have to face the scarcity of experimental data. To
date no reliable stoichiometric approaches exist to take into account the feedback
that transient changes in metabolite concentrations exert on the time-dependent reg-
ulatory mechanisms of the cell metabolism, although several attempts appear to be
promising (see [17]). The dynamic metabolic status that distinguishes each separate
instant within the overall time-course of metabolic intermediates is far from being
compatible with a steadiness condition. Therefore, since our primary interest is to
appreciate the metabolic response to altered physiologic activity, we conformed to
the kinetic modeling strategy embracing some established mathematical descriptions
of enzyme-catalyzed reactions and transport processes.

The mathematical equations illustrated here for the various aspects of the cerebral
physiology have been integrated into a consistent and unified biochemical framework.
It is worth noting that the physiological mechanisms coupling the brain electrical
signaling with metabolism and hemodynamics are independently regulated, although
the cerebral circulation is promptly adjusted to meet the metabolic demand of the tis-
sue [18]. In particular, metabolic activity is primarily dictated by the energy demand
of Na+/K+–ATPase, whereas hemodynamic response grounds on several molecular
cues only indirectly related to the work of the pump [2]. Therefore, the description
of these processes has to be earned through experimental evidence, when available,
or theoretical calculations. A detailed description of the qualitative and quantitative
information which guided the theoretical strategies employed in the present modeling
work can be found in the appendix.

We adopted the convention that outward fluxes are positive and inward fluxes
are negative, where transport rates are expressed for unit of destination cellular com-
partment. For example, glucose flux jinGLC from interstitium to neuron is expressed
for unit neuronal volume. Thus, balance equation for neuronal glucose is written as

Vn
d

dt
[GLCn] = Vnj

in
GLC − Vnv

n
HKPFK (1)

where the neuronal volume fraction Vn can be canceled out. In order to adapt trans-
port equations with different units of parameter values, expressed either for unit
cellular compartment [11] or absolute activity [12], the relevant flux has to be di-
vided for the absolute compartment volume which is interested in the process. For
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example, the equation for jinGLC (units mmol/L/s) changes to

jinGLC =
1
Un
J in

GLC (2)

where Un is the absolute neuronal volume (units L) and J in
GLC the absolute glucose flux

(units mmol/s). Turning now to the interstitial glucose balance equation, according
to our convention it is written as

d

dt
[GLCi] = jbi

GLC −
(
Vn

Vi

)
jinGLC − j

gi
GLC (3)

whereas the same equation in terms of absolute fluxes is given by

d

dt
[GLCi] =

1
Ui

[
Jbi

GLC − J in
GLC − J

gi
GLC

]
(4)

where Ui is the absolute interstitial volume. Accordingly, the following relations can
be stated

jbi
GLC =

1
Ui
Jbi

GLC (5)

jinGLC =
1
Ui

(
Vi

Vn

)
J in

GLC (6)

jgi
GLC =

1
Ui
Jgi

GLC (7)

We used the procedure sketched above to calculate all other fluxes, thereby obtaining
a homogeneous system of ODEs.

It is straightforward that equations (2) and (6) can not be met simultaneously
unless the ratio of absolute volumes matches the corresponding fractional ratio. Un-
fortunately, the pertinent mathematical descriptions [11, 12] considered slightly dif-
ferent cellular volume fractions, resulting in a few percent difference in maximum
transport rates. Howsoever, careful analysis of minor changes to transport velocities
confirmed that both the qualitative and quantitative response of the model is almost
unaffected, whilst the effect of substantial alterations of transport rates has been
systematically examined elsewhere [12].

In addition, adjustment of reaction rates was carried out in order to adapt the
transport of substances to their catabolism when assessing the impact of different
neuronal vs astrocytic glycolytic or oxidative ratios. For example, in order to modify
the cell oxidative capacity we recast the equation for tissue mitochondrial respiration
rate

vtissue
Mito = Vnv

n
Mito + Vgv

g
Mito (8)

as
βvtissue

Mito = αnVnv
n
Mito + αgVgv

g
Mito (9)

where αn and αg are multiplicative factors for neuronal and astrocytic mitochondrial
rate, respectively, which are necessary to obtain the fraction β of the original overall
rate. Considering the original oxidative ratio r defined as

r =
vn
Mito

vg
Mito

(10)

and the desired ratio R given by

R =
αnv

n
Mito

αgv
g
Mito

=
αn

αg
r (11)
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the unknown constants αn and αg can be calculated as

αn =
βr

R

[
1 + r(Vn/Vg)
1 +R(Vn/Vg)

]
(12)

αg = β

[
1 + r(Vn/Vg)
1 +R(Vn/Vg)

]
(13)

Following this operation, minor adjustment were necessary in order to maintain in-
tracellular metabolites concentrations as close as possible to the original steady-state
levels, while leaving tissue oxidative metabolism unaltered (β = 1) or slightly modi-
fied (β 6= 1). In particular, oxygen diffusion rates jcnO2 and j

cg
O2, and ATPases activities

vn
ATPases and vg

ATPases have to be multiplied by the corresponding α constant. Even-
tually, small changes have to be applied to hexokinase-phosphofructokinase system
rates kn

HKPFK and kg
HKPFK to attune basal CMRGlc and CMRO2.

The simulations were carried out by Rosenbrock numerical integration for stiff
problems using the software package MATLAB version 7.0.4 R14 (The MathWorks
Inc., Natick, MA, USA). In particular, the algorithm allows the solution of the initial
value problem

y′ = F (t, y) (14)

on the time interval [t0, tf ], given initial values y(t0) = y0. It is based on numerical
differentiation formulas (NDFs) with changing step-size. Specifically, the solver forms
a new Jacobian of the system at every step and monitors the convergence of the
solutions, whereby increasing or reducing the step size accordingly (see the MATLAB
user manual for detailed references).

3 Results and discussion

A wealth of cerebral biochemical and biophysical processes are heterogeneously regu-
lated at the cellular and subcellular level according to a specific correspondence with
the physiologic activity of the brain. Unfortunately, the modalities of this correspon-
dence have been not yet completely understood, thus lingering the question about
exactly how the events experienced by a regional ensemble of neurons and astrocytes
can be fastened together in the concept of brain activation. Cerebral cells react
to dramatic, energy-consuming processes taking place in the milliseconds timescale
range, whose effect is represented by a number of alterations in the cellular environ-
ment important enough to rationalize the definition of a particular state of these cells
called activation. This condition brings about a definite metabolic response covering
the energetic replenishment of brain cells, which is currently well characterized only
at the organ level. Nevertheless, comprehending the brain metabolism at the cellular
level is advisable inasmuch as the cerebral machinery grounds in an elaborate col-
laboration between different cell types whose subcellular constituents are extremely
intermingled [19].

Due to the exceptionally high metabolic rate of the brain, the lack of oxygen and
glucose in the tissue as a result of compromised blood supply is especially detrimental
for cerebral cells—i.e. neurons and astrocytes. This exceptional cellular sensitivity
to nutrients deprivation is ideally evidenced by the onset of unconsciousness within
about 10 seconds after blood flow blockage. In fact, the large metabolic demand
of neural activity and the relative stability of the overall brain energy consumption
pose a severe limitation in energy allocation, which constrain the brain to a high
degree of flexibility in distributing the fraction of cells working at any time [20]. This
reorganization produces a concomitant focal alteration in the regional tissue energy
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Figure 1: Model results for (A) glucose and (B) lactate concentration transients. Both simulated
metabolite time-courses are in qualitative and quantitative agreement with experimental
data. Specifically, glucose reaches a minimum at the end of stimulation interval, whereas,
after an initial dip, lactate increases after the stimulation onset and then start decreasing
prior to the end of stimulation (see text for details).

requirement which affects the dispensation of metabolic substrates to and between
operative cells within multiple functional and structural restraints. Unfortunately,
the elucidation of the relationship between the resulting metabolic reaction and the
extent of cellular stress needed to observe it, which may be more or less physiological,
is far from definite. However, the elusive character of the latter point can be exceeded
by recasting neuronal activation to a local and acute phenomenon which require a
sustained brain stimulation for seconds or even minutes. Therefore, we tested the
model following a 360-sec activation, which is a time period in the range of those
commonly used in visual stimulation paradigms. Furthermore, a direct comparison
with results obtained by Frahm and colleagues [21, 22] is possible by making the
choice of 6 minutes stimulation.

Simulation of basal brain metabolites levels were consistent with experimental
data [11, 12]. Besides steady-state metabolites concentrations, the model allows to
evaluate the dynamics of the relevant metabolites during brain activation. In par-
ticular, tissue glucose transient reduction resulting from simulations (Figure 1A) is
consistent with experimental data which reported glucose decreases in the range 10%
to 60% [21–32]. The model also succesfully reproduced the increase of lactate con-
centration (Figure 1B) observed during brain activation, which reported lactate rise
in the range 20% to 180% [6, 21, 22, 29, 33–42]. It should be realized that the actual
dynamics of glucose and lactate concentration may vary according to the type of
stimulation. For example, the observed lactate concentration peak is smaller and de-
layed for cognitive activations with respect to visual, auditory or motor stimulations.
The model can provide adequate results for several metabolite time courses, namely
glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate (GAP) (Figure 2A), phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) (Figure
2B) and intracellular oxygen (Figure 2C) [5,43,44]. The theoretical data is compati-
ble with the experimental findings, which suggest a switch to anaerobic metabolism in
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Figure 2: Simulated time-course of some metabolic intermediates. (A) Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate
(GAP), (B) Phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP), (C) Oxygen (O2), (D) Nicotinamide adenine dinu-
cleotide (NADH), (E) Phosphocreatine (PCr), and (F) Adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Sim-
ulated concentration transients reflect experimentally measured changes. In particular, the
glycolytic intermediates and phosphocreatine drop to a minimum during the stimulation.
NADH displays a biphasic time-course which reflects lactate dynamics (see Figure 1). Note
that ATP homeostasis favors phosphocreatine depletion and lactate accumulation over pyru-
vate oxidation in the early phase of the stimulation. In the late phase of the stimulation,
lactate (after conversion to pyruvate by LDH) is consumed by mitochondrial respiration.

the early phase of neuronal activation, followed by a reversion to aerobic metabolism
in the late phase. In particular, glucose consumption, as evidenced by the decrease in
glucose concentration, lasts even after the lactate accumulation and clearance (Figure
1A,B).

Notably, the model proved to be also capable of reproducing the brief lactate
initial dip (∼ 10%) following stimulation onset (Figure 1B) [8]. The simulated evo-
lution of extracellular lactate, which displays a small initial dip followed by a larger
increase, is consistent with experimental extracellular lactate monitoring in rats [45].
The biphasic dynamics of lactate is reflected in a similar time-course of the tissue
(both neuronal and astrocytic) NADH/NAD+ ratio as reflected by NADH concen-
tration (Figure 2D), which shows a large increase during enhanced glycolysis with a
preceding decrease due to ADP-mediated stimulation of oxidative phosphorylation,
in agreement with experimental findings [46–48]. However, the origin (cytoplasmic
versus mitochondrial, and neuronal versus astrocytic) of the NADH signal is sub-
jected to debate [11], and the model is unable to highlight any significant specific
monophasic response in neurons or astrocytes. Energy consumption gives rise to
a considerable decrease in phosphocreatine (PCr) concentration (Figure 2E), while
ATP is maintained at a relatively stable level (Figure 2F), thus preserving cellular
energy homeostasis [49]. Accordingly, ATP and PCr time courses produced by the
model fit qualitatively with experimental data obtained with 31P MRS during stimu-
lation of human primary visual cortex [38], that show a sharp decrease in [PCr]/[Pi]
ratio and a moderate concomitant decrease in the ratio [ATP]/[Pi].
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Figure 3: Theoretical model outcomes for (A) glucose and (B) lactate fluxes. Blood-borne glucose is
primarily taken up by neurons through basal lamina in resting conditions. Upon stimulation,
the sugar is channeled to neurons first via high-capacity neuronal GLUTs. Concomitant
glucose uptake by astrocytes is reduced during stimulation, whereby astrocytes use neuron-
derived lactate. Note however that, in terms of carbon equivalents, the intercellularly shuttled
lactate during stimulation represents only a few percent of the glucose taken up by the brain
in the same interval. The amount of lactate transferred between neurons and astrocytes is
comparable to the concurrent washout of the monocarboxylate by the bloodstream (via basal
lamina).

Simulations showed that glucose is primarily taken up by neurons, at rest (∼ 5
times more than astrocytes) and even more under stimulation, when astrocytic glu-
cose uptake decreases (Figure 3A). Concomitantly, activation-induced lactate traffick-
ing accounts for the flow of the monocarboxylate from neurons to astrocytes (Figure
3B). The stimulation-derived increase in extracellular lactate is required in order to
keep intracellular lactate levels low enough to enable neuronal and astrocytic aerobic
glycolysis to continue [3, 50]. However, if elevated extracellular lactate happens to
re-enter cells, it is more likely to enter astrocytes than neurons because of the kinetic
properties of neuronal monocarboxylate transporter MCT2, which is 60% saturated
at the resting lactate level [51]. This is indeed the result of the simulations, where dur-
ing neuronal activation the larger energy demand is accounted for by neurons, which
is in agreement with recent findings obtained in cellular cultures. In particular, in
these experiments neurons appeared to utilize lactate more extensively than glucose
to maintain metabolism only under resting conditions, while glucose resumed as the
preferred substrate during synaptic activity [52–54]. Moreover, it has been found
that cultured astrocytes oxidized lactate at 3 times the rate of glucose [55]. Cultured
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Figure 4: Simulations of cerebral metabolic rate of (A) oxygen (CMRO2) and (B) glucose (CMRGlc).
(C) Time-course of oxygen/glucose index (OGI). The major contribution to the uncoupling
between glucose and oxygen utilization during stimulation is accounted for by neurons. Under
this specific simulated condition, the glucose taken up by astrocytes is almost completely
oxidized, while the astrocytic OGI higher than 6 represents the oxidation of neuron-derived
lactate.

glia also failed to maintain normal ion gradients when their oxidative metabolism was
inhibited with rotenone, while glycolysis was still being maintained with glucose [56].
The results that we obtained from the developed model are consistent with a depen-
dence of lactate transients evolution on neuronal energy demand during activation,
and with an astrocytic lactate uptake under such circumstances [12].

The question is not whether neurons normally use astrocyte-derived lactate, but
rather which are the lactate fluxes during physiological neural activation in vivo, and
this question has not yet been answered experimentally. Physiological stimulation has
been observed to increase brain lactate concentration (see [57]), and glycogenolysis
as well [58]. From the magnitude and the rate of these increases, it can be inferred
that neuronal activation had led to an increase in glycolysis. Although this increase
is out of proportion to any increase of oxidative metabolism, it should be noted
that oxidative phosphorylation also increases in response to physiological activity
[5,59–63]. Furthermore, oxidative metabolism is much more efficient than glycolysis,
so that most of the additional energy required for activity is still provided by oxidative
metabolism (see [64]). It remains to be assessed whether the rise of glycolysis can be
explained by a Pasteur effect due to oxygen limitations, or to a shift in the nature of
the energy demands toward reactions that are normally served by glycolysis [65]. It
should be realized, however, that the observed increase in tissue lactate concentration
following brain stimulation can represent a process of the normal physiology of the
brain, rather than a mere increase of anaerobic glycolysis. Accordingly, it has been
put forward that lactate may be the major product of glycolysis, whether aerobic or
anaerobic, and thus the principal substrate for the mitochondrial tricarboxylic acid
cycle [66].

It is possible to examine the time-course of oxygen/glucose index (OGI), which
equals CMRO2/CMRGlc—i.e. the ratio between cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen
and glucose, respectively. During activation, the increase in CMRO2 (Figure 4A) is
accompanied to a even larger activation-dependent stimulation of CMRGlc (Figure
4B) [67]. Accordingly, OGI (Figure 4C) falls from its resting value (∼ 5.5 to ∼ 4)
reflecting nonoxidative metabolism of glucose, which is in agreement with experimen-
tal data showing values between 4 and 5 during activation (see [68] and references
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therein). OGI values greater than the theoretical value of 6 at the beginning of the
stimulation and in the post-stimulus period are accounted for by neuronal bursts of
oxidative metabolism. Indeed, the experimental time course of the cerebral blood
oxygenation displays an initial hyper-oxygenation due to elevated blood flow (with
an unchanged oxygen utilization) followed by an hypo-oxygenation caused by a de-
creased blood flow during a still active aerobic metabolism, indicating a shift in the
brain metabolism from anaerobic to aerobic in the course of activation [21]. In other
words, the observed uncoupling between CMRO2 and CMRGlc is reduced to the
early period of brain stimulation.

Perhaps, the most striking result that we earned with the present model is the
support for the central dogma of cerebral energy metabolism, endorsing the view
that glucose is the major energetic fuel of neuronal activity [3]. Furthermore, the
model uphold another traditional assumption of brain metabolism, which states that
the majority of cerebral glucose utilization sustain neuronal activity via oxidative
metabolism, both at rest and during activation [4]. The present modeling results
sharply contrast with those derived in [11], whilst they are in good agreement with
the theoretical outcomes obtained in [12]. Notably, the set of parameters and the
rate equations are the same of original models, except for those values that are not
supported by current literature. Specifically, to the description of Aubert and Costa-
lat [11] we added the novel detailed model of nutrient transport across the bloood-
brain barrier and within the brain parenchyma [12] as well as the recent experimental
data about metabolic self-sufficiency of neurons and astrocytes [69,70]. The inclusion
of these theoretical and experimental data proved sufficient to change the results of
the original models. We also performed local sensitivity analysis on all parameter
values as the time-derivative of all reaction/transport rate equations with respect to
every model parameter. This showed largely distributed impact of parameters on
model outcomes, thereby indicating the robustness of the mathematical description.
Furthermore, the results of the model have been tested under several sets of assump-
tions related to the metabolic capacity of individual cell types, glucose and lactate
transport competence, and degree of stimulation of neurons and astrocytes (see [71]
for details).

The primacy of neuronal glucose oxidation established the classical view of cere-
bral energy metabolism, which is presently withstood by many researchers [9,72,73].
The model outcomes theoretically confirm these facets by providing a major neu-
ronal contribution to CMRGlc and CMRO2. Resting glucose and oxygen cerebral
metabolic rates (Figure 4A,B) quantitatively follow the experimental estimates rang-
ing from 0.28 to 0.43 µmol/g/min for CMRGlc and from 1.39 to 1.90 µmol/g/min for
CMRO2 [74–78]. A significant increase in CMRGlc during neuronal stimulation (Fig-
ure 4B) in the range 12-50% was reported by many authors using several experimental
methods [5,21–23,32,79,80], whereas a more modest increase in CMRO2 (Figure 4A)
in the range 0-25% was found in response to activation [5, 44, 76, 77, 79–90]. Sim-
ulations showed CMRGlc and CMRO2 time-courses, which are quite in agreement
with these figures, albeit a little more pronounced. CMRO2 settles to approximately
+44% during stimulation, whereas CMRGlc exhibit a maximum increase of nearly
100% confined to the early phase of neuronal activation with a following plateau near
+30% of the baseline (Figures 4A,B). It should be realized that the extent of the un-
coupling between CMRGlc and CMRO2 may depend on the experimental paradigm,
as suggested by the large range of observed values. Moreover, it is a characteristic
of the initial period following neuronal activation, which anticipates the lactate ac-
cumulation. Interestingly, the activation-derived uncoupling between CMRGlc and
CMRO2 is produced almost exclusively by neurons, as reflected by the oxygen/glucose
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index (OGI) time-course (Figure 4C). This is consistent with the predominantly neu-
ronal lactate production and export which result from model simulations (Figures
3A,B). Consistently with neurons as the primary determinant in the focusing of the
metabolic response during the early stages of brain activation, it has been observed
that the lactate accumulation is accompanied by a similar time-course of the under-
lying electroencephalographic (EEG) signal power [38]. This claims for a substantial
contribution to brain energy metabolism by the electrical activity of neurons, which
is also suggested by the observed evolution of microelectrode recordings showing a
rapid adaptation of the electrical response [91,92].

Several alternative interpretations are possible for the reported uncoupling be-
tween CMRGlc and CMRO2 during brain activation. The first to be proposed was
that the aerobic enzymatic pool may be already saturated at rest, and thus any fur-
ther energy requirement would be met anaerobically [5,81]. This would imply a poor
energetic cost of neuronal activity with respect to the resting condition (glycolysis
produces only 6% of the ATP generated by the complete oxidation of glucose). As this
may not be the case [93,94], saturation of cytochrome oxidase is never observed [95],
while it can be more likely a saturation of the oxygen delivery to the brain [96]. The
lactate washout, both to the blood and to brain regions outside the activated area (via
extracellular space), may contribute to the uncoupling as well. However, drainage of
excess lactate has been found to be very small [49,97]. Scarce endorsement has been
reserved also to the so called glycogen shunt mechanism [68], in which glucose taken
up during activation would serve to replenish the glycogen content in astrocytes. It
is likely that a predominant role in energy usage and allocation is accounted for by
the so-called tripartite synapse ultrastructure, where synapse-ensheating pheripheral
astrocytic processes (PAPs) are devoid of mitochondria but rich in glycogen [69].
This would allot the relationships between neural activity and metabolism to the
synaptic action, while explaining its details by means of structural considerations.
On the other hand, the uncoupling can be accounted for by the activation-dependent
switch to processes which are primarily served by glycolysis [65], and this would call
into attention the electrical activity—i.e. ionic movements—of neurons.

Modeling the brain physiological mechanisms involved in neuronal activation is
subjected to a number of limitations. Perhaps, the most severe is the complete
lack in quantitative description of intracellular signaling cascades, which are known
to have a significant amplification effect on cellular processes [98]. For example,
thermodynamic examination of ANLS hypothesis should lead to the conclusion that
astrocytic glutamate uptake, which costs only 1-3% of brain ATP, cannot be sufficient
to stimulate astrocytic glycolysis and lactate production from glucose [99]. However,
astrocytic Ca2+-mediated signaling mechanisms may trigger cellular activities with-
out any obvious metabolic origin [12]. The model also cannot incorporate all brain
metabolites and related enzyme-catalyzed reactions, and it can provide necessarily
an incomplete description. Most notably, glycogen and glutamate metabolism may
play an important role in assessing the exact evolution of metabolites trafficking
between neurons and glia. Moreover, even the theoretical account of the included
processes is still partial. For example, the specific kinetic properties of lactate de-
hydrogenase (LDH) isoenzymes, which are differently expressed in neurons and glia,
have not been considered. It is worth realizing that energy metabolism is not uniform
throughout the brain, and large variations exist between different cortical regions,
even at rest [100]. Metabolic variability exists also between different parts of the
cell. The subcellular characterization of the energetic supply and demand has been
well established for neuronal cells, for which the changes in metabolic rate associ-
ated with neuronal activation are localized to regions with high synaptic density in
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dendrites, axon terminals, and axonal processes [101–104]. The distribution of mi-
tochondria also points in this direction. Mitochondria are especially abundant in
regions having high rate of oxidative metabolism, and their number can rise locally
if the energy demand increases, such as during increased activity [105]. Accordingly,
the number of mitochondria per unit area in dendrites far outnumber the mitochon-
drial density in cell body and axon [106]. Cytochrome oxidase activity, which is an
indicator of oxidative metabolism, has been found to be particularly intense in areas
of the visual cortex corresponding to cellular assemblies having the highest rate of
glucose metabolism in response to visual stimulation [107]. Interestingly, the level of
cytochrome oxidase staining is greater in dendrites than in soma, and is colocalized
with TCA enzyme succinate dehydrogenase, and, most notably, with high densities of
Na+/K+–ATPase [100]. On the contrary, regions of the brain with high cytochrome
oxidase activity have low density of the enzyme lactate dehydrogenase [108–110].
This suggest that regions with high synaptic activity have also a high capacity for
oxidative phosphorylation, which may be reflected in the distinct metabolic pattern
of neurons and astrocytes, and of their subcellular domains. Thus, it is fundamental
to refine the model further on a theoretical account, in order to consider the various
neuronal and astrocytic properties at the subcellular level. Oddly, differences arises
from the physiologic processes of spiking and synaptic activities which characterize
the neural signaling within synapses, dendrites and axons of neurons. It should be
realized, however, that subcellular compartmentation exists also in astrocytes, and it
is well documented [111–116]. It is likely that astrocytic processes interacting closely
with nerve terminals represent a particularly metabolically active compartment [73].
Unfortunately, the information about subcellular in vivo energy metabolism is not
yet available, and it is difficult to investigate experimentally the highly operative
metabolism that takes place in the many lamellar processes of astrocytes, which are
intertwined with neuronal structures and interacts with a plenty of synapses [117].

In spite of the all these intrinsic limits, information derived by mathematical
modeling may contribute to the understanding of the cerebral metabolic response
to stimulation and how this shapes the normal and altered functioning of the brain.
Importantly, physiological interpretation of functional imaging techniques may de-
rive great benefit from the modeling approach, at least in emphasizing the lack of
knowledge about how exactly these methods relate to brain activity.

In conclusion, we combined several presently available theoretical models of the
metabolism and transport of a number of key brain metabolites in order to appreciate
the functional significance of glucose and lactate exchanges. We found that (i) glucose
is the major energy substrate of neurons, at rest as well as during activation; (ii)
shuttled lactate does not provide an important carbon source as compared with
glucose taken up by neurons; (iii) a lactate shuttle from neurons to astrocytes is
observed in response to neuronal stimulation.
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A Appendix
The model consists of coupled ordinary differential equations (Table 1) as time-derivatives of brain metabo-
lites, each of which is subject to several biochemical processes described by rate equations (Table 2) supported
by the relevant parameter values (Table 3).

Table 1: Balance equations for brain metabolites and their steady-state concentrations.
Metabolite Concentration

(mM)
Balance equation

Neuron
Glucose (GLCn) 1.41 d[GLCn]/dt = jinGLC − v

n
HKPFK

Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate (GAPn) 0.0055 d[GAPn]/dt = 2vnHKPFK − v
n
PGK

Phosphoenolpyruvate (PEPn) 0.0188 d[PEPn]/dt = vnPGK − v
n
PK

Pyruvate (PYRn) 0.162 d[PYRn]/dt = vnPK − v
n
LDH − v

n
Mito

Lactate (LACn) 1.04 d[LACn]/dt = vnLDH + jinLAC
Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADHn) 0.0267 d[NADHn]/dt = vnPGK − v

n
LDH − v

n
Mito

Adenosine triphosphate (ATPn) 2.2 d[ATPn]/dt = (−2vnHKPFK + vnPGK + vnPK −
vnATPases − vnPump + 15vnMito + vnCK)(1 −
dAMPn/dATPn)−1

Sodium (Na+
n ) 14.96 d[Na+

n ]/dt = vnLeak−Na − 3vnPump + vnStim

Phosphocreatine (PCrn) 5.01 d[PCrn]/dt = −vnCK
Oxygen (O2n) 0.0268 d[O2n]/dt = jcnO2 − 3vnMito

Astrocyte
Glucose (GLCg) 1.03 d[GLCg]/dt = jbg

GLC− (Vi/Vg)jgiGLC− v
g
HKPFK

Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate (GAPg) 0.0054 d[GAPg]/dt = 2vgHKPFK − v
g
PGK

Phosphoenolpyruvate (PEPg) 0.0185 d[PEPg]/dt = vgPGK − v
g
PK

Pyruvate (PYRg) 0.16 d[PYRg]/dt = vgPK − v
g
LDH − v

g
Mito

Lactate (LACg) 1.02 d[LACg]/dt = vgLDH + jbg
LAC − (Vi/Vg)jgiLAC

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADHg) 0.0264 d[NADHg]/dt = vgPGK − v
g
LDH − v

g
Mito

Adenosine triphosphate (ATPg) 2.2 d[ATPg]/dt = (−2vgHKPFK + vgPGK + vgPK −
vgATPases − vgPump + 15vgMito + vgCK)(1 −
dAMPg/dATPg)−1

Sodium (Na+
g ) 15.91 d[Na+

g ]/dt = vgLeak−Na − 3vgPump + vgStim

Phosphocreatine (PCrg) 5.02 d[PCrg]/dt = −vgCK
Oxygen (O2g) 0.0251 d[O2g]/dt = jcgO2 − 3vgMito

Interstitium
Glucose (GLCi) 1.53 d[GLCi]/dt = jgiGLC + jbi

GLC − (Vn/Vi)j
in
GLC

Lactate (LACi) 1.02 d[LACi]/dt = jgiLAC + jbi
LAC − (Vn/Vi)j

in
LAC

Capillary
Glucose (GLCc) 4.78 d[GLCc]/dt = jcGLC − (Vc/Ve)jceGLC
Lactate (LACc) 0.31 d[LACc]/dt = jcLAC − (Vc/Ve)jceLAC
Oxygen (O2c) 6.98 d[O2c]/dt = jcO2 − (Vn/Vc)jcnO2 − (Vg/Vc)j

cg
O2

Endothelium
Glucose (GLCe) 3.77 d[GLCe]/dt = jceGLC − (Vb/Ve)jebGLC
Lactate (LACe) 0.56 d[LACe]/dt = jceLAC − (Vb/Ve)jebLAC

Basal lamina
Glucose (GLCb) 2.73 d[GLCb]/dt = jebGLC − (Vi/Vb)jbi

GLC −
(Vg/Vb)jbg

GLC
Lactate (LACb) 0.93 d[LACb]/dt = jebLAC − (Vi/Vb)jbi

LAC −
(Vg/Vb)jbg

LAC

A.1 Housekeeping
At rest, nearly half of the ATP production is expended by ATPases other than the sodium pump [49],
whose overall contribution vATPases can be assumed to be constant [118]. This residual metabolism is
the result of biochemical processes which provide the basics necessary for cellular life, including vegetative
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metabolism, intracellular signaling, and the synthesis of proteins, lipids and nucleotides. A fair part of the
brain housekeeping metabolism is used for the axonal transport of substances in neurons. Since neurons
seems to have also a relatively higher degree of biosynthetic activity than astrocytes [100], their energy
consumption due to housekeeping is thought to be appreciably higher [11], although astrocytic resting energy
demand encompasses several processes not readily quantifiable such as filopodial motility [69].

Table 2: Rate equations for reaction/transport mechanisms.
Reaction or transport Rate equation

Sodium leakage current vxLeak−Na =
Smg

x
Na

VxF

 
RT
F

ln
[Na+i ]

[Na+x ]
− Vm

!
Na+/K+–ATPase vxPump = Sm

Vx
kPump[ATPx][Na+

x ]

„
1 +

[ATPx]
Km,Pump

«−1

Sodium influx due to stimu-
lation

vxStim(t) = vx1 + vx2
t

τxStim
exp

„
− t
τxStim

«

Hexokinase-
Phosphofructokinase

vxHKPFK = kxHKPFK[ATPx]

"
1 +

„
[ATPx]
KI,ATP

«nH#−1 “
1 +

Kg
[GLCx]

”−1

Phosphoglycerate kinase vxPGK = k′xPGK[GAPx][ADPx]
[NAD+

x ]
[NADHx]

Pyruvate kinase vxPK = kxPK[PEPx][ADPx]

Lactate dehydrogenase vxLDH = kx+
LDH[PYRx][NADHx]− kx−LDH[LACx][NAD+

x ]

Mitochondrial respiration vxMito = V x
max,Mito

„
1 +

Km,Mito
[PYRx]

«−1 „
1 +

Km,O2
[O2x]

«−1 „
1 +

Kx
m,ADP

[ADPx]

«−1

ATPases vnATPases = 0.137 mmol/L/sec v
g
ATPases = 0.094 mmol/L/sec

Creatine kinase vxCK = k+x
CK[PCrx][ADPx]− k−x

CK[Crx][ATPx]

Blood flow through capil-
lary

CBF (t) =


CBF0

(1 + αF )CBF0

Capillary glucose variation jcGLC = 2CBF (t) ([GLCa]− [GLCc])
Capillary lactate variation jcLAC = 2CBF (t) ([LACa]− [LACc])
Capillary oxygen variation jcO2 = 2CBF (t) ([O2a]− [O2c])

Oxygen exchange between
blood and tissue

jcxO2 = PSc
Vx

»
KO2

“ [Hb]OPHb
[O2c]

”−1/nh
− [O2x]

–
Glucose exchange between
blood and endothelium

jceGLC =
Tce
max,GLC([GLCa](KeG+[GLCe])−[GLCe](KeG+[GLCa]))

K2
eGReG,oo+KeGReG,oi[GLCa]+KeGReG,io[GLCe]+ReG,ee[GLCa][GLCe]

Lactate exchange between
blood and endothelium

jceLAC =
Tce
max,LAC

“
[LACa][H+](KeL+[H+][LACe])−[LACe][H+](KeL+[LACa])

”
K2

eLReL,oo+KeLReL,oi[LACa]+KeLReL,io[LACe]+ReL,ee[LACa][LACe]

Glucose exchange between
endothelium and basal lam-
ina

jebGLC =
Teb
max,GLC([GLCe](KeG+[GLCb])−[GLCb](KeG+[GLCe]))

K2
eGReG,oo+KeGReG,oi[GLCb]+KeGReG,io[GLCe]+ReG,ee[GLCe][GLCb]

Lactate exchange between
endothelium and basal lam-
ina

jebLAC =
Teb
max,LAC

“
[LACe][H+](KeL+[H+][LACb])−[LACb][H+](KeL+[LACe])

”
K2

eLReL,oo+KeLReL,oi[LACb]+KeLReL,io[LACe]+ReL,ee[LACe][LACb]

Glucose exchange between
basal lamina and astrocyte

j
bg
GLC =

T
bg
max,GLC

“
[GLCb](KgG+[GLCg])−[GLCg](KgG+[GLCb])

”
K2

gGRbgG,oo+KgGRbgG,oi[GLCb]+KgGRbgG,io[GLCg]+RbgG,ee[GLCg][GLCb]

Lactate exchange between
basal lamina and astrocyte

j
bg
LAC =

T
bg
max,LAC

“
[LACb][H+](KgL+[LACg][H+])−[LACg][H+](KgL+[LACb][H+])

”
K2

gLRbgL,oo+KgLRbgL,oi[LACb][H+]+KgLRbgL,io[LACg][H+]+RbgL,ee[LACb][LACg][H+]2

Glucose diffusion between
basal lamina and intersti-
tium

jbi
GLC = kbi

Diff,GLC ([GLCb]− [GLCi])

Lactate diffusion between
basal lamina and intersti-
tium

jbi
LAC = kbi

Diff,LAC ([LACb]− [LACi])

Glucose exchange between
astrocyte and interstitium

j
gi
GLC =

T
gi
max,GLC

“
[GLCg](KgG+[GLCi])−[GLCi](KgG+[GLCg])

”
K2

gGRgiG,oo+KgGRgiG,oi[GLCi]+KgGRgiG,io[GLCg]+RgiG,ee[GLCg][GLCi]

Lactate exchange between
astrocyte and interstitium

j
gi
LAC =

T
gi
max,LAC

“
[LACg][H+](KgL+[LACi][H

+])−[LACi][H
+](KgL+[LACg][H+])

”
K2

gLRgiL,oo+KgLRgiL,oi[LACi][H
+]+KgLRgiL,io[LACg][H+]+RgiL,ee[LACg][LACi][H

+]2

Glucose exchange between
interstitium and neuron

jinGLC =
T in
max,GLC([GLCi](KnG+[GLCn])−[GLCn](KnG+[GLCi]))

K2
nGRnG,oo+KnGRnG,oi[GLCi]+KnGRnG,io[GLCn]+RnG,ee[GLCn][GLCi]

Lactate exchange between
interstitium and neuron

jinLAC =
T in
max,LAC

“
[LACi][H

+](KnL+[LACn][H+])−[LACn][H+](KnL+[LACi][H
+])

”
K2

nLRnL,oo+KnLRnL,oi[LACi][H
+]+KnLRnL,io[LACn][H+]+RnL,ee[LACn][LACi][H

+]2

Note that x is either n (neuronal) or g (astroglial).

A.2 Sodium leakage
Active pumping of sodium and potassium against their electrochemical gradients is needed to balance ionic
leakage currents, which are given, according to ohmic hypothesis, by the difference between the membrane
potential and Nernst potentials [118,119]. Every sodium ion which enters the cell has to be pumped outside
by the Na+/K+–ATPase, whose stoichiometry involves the ATP-dependent countertransport of 3 Na+ for
2 K+. It should be realized that many cellular processes are coupled de facto with the sodium pump,
even though they do not entail any sodium or potassium movement directly. For example, excess cytosolic
Ca2+ is in part removed by the Na+/Ca2+ exchanger, which benefit of the sodium concentration gradient.
The uneven sodium distribution across plasma membrane is also capitalized by several neurotrasmitter
reuptake systems, notably that concerning the synaptically-released glutamate removal by astrocytes, without
apparent ATP hydrolysis. Thus, since these mechanisms can be rephrased in terms of Na+/K+–ATPase
activity, it has been argued that from an energetic point of view it is conceivable to take into account the sole
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Table 3: Values of model parameters.
Parameter Value Parameter Value

Sm/Vn 9× 104 cm−1 KeG 10 mmol/L
Sm/Vg 3.5× 104 cm−1 ReG,oo 1.0
gxNa 0.0039 mS/cm2 ReG,oi 1.0
V n
m −70 mV ReG,io 1.0
V g
m −80 mV ReG,ee 1.0
kPump 0.29× 10−6 cm/mmol/L/s KgG 10 mmol/L
Km,Pump 0.5 mmol/L RbgG,oo 1.0
vn1 0.39-0.41 mmol/L/s RbgG,oi 1.0
vn2 18.0-18.4 mmol/L/s RbgG,io 0.76
vg1 0.12-0.21 mmol/L/s RbgG,ee 0.76
vg2 11.7-19.7 mmol/L/s RgiG,oo 1.0
τx
Stim 2 s RgiG,oi 1.0
kn
HKPFK 0.11 s−1 RgiG,io 1.36
kg
HKPFK 0.06 s−1 RgiG,ee 1.36
KI,ATP 1 mmol/L KnG 4 mmol/L
nH 4 RnG,oo 1.0
Kg 0.05 mmol/L RnG,oi 1.0
k′nPGK 42.6 L/mmol/s RnG,io 0.72

k′gPGK 23.6 L/mmol/s RnG,ee 0.72
kn
PK 86.7 L/mmol/s KeL 1× 10−4 mmol/L
kg
PK 48.2 L/mmol/s ReL,oo 1.0

kn+
LDH 2000 L/mmol/s ReL,oi 1.0

kn−
LDH 44.8 L/mmol/s ReL,io 0.71

kg+
LDH 1111 L/mmol/s ReL,ee 0.71

kg−
LDH 24.9 L/mmol/s KgL 2× 10−4 mmol/L
V n
max,Mito 0.0185 mmol/L/s RbgL,oo 1.0

V g
max,Mito 0.0102 mmol/L/s RbgL,oi 0.54

Km,Mito 0.05 mmol/L RbgL,io 0.54
Km,O2 0.001 mmol/L RbgL,ee 0.08
Kx
m,ADP 0.005 mmol/L RgiL,oo 1.0

kn+
CK 0.37 L/mmol/s RgiL,oi 0.54

kn−
CK 0.002 L/mmol/s RgiL,io 0.54

kg+
CK 0.204 L/mmol/s RgiL,ee 0.08

kg−
CK 0.0011 L/mmol/s KnL 2× 10−5 mmol/L
PSc/Vn 1.58 s−1 RnL,oo 1.0
PSc/Vg 0.83 s−1 RnL,oi 2.0
KO2 0.0361 mmol/L RnL,io 2.0
[Hb]OPHb 8.6 mmol/L RnL,ee 3.0
nh 2.73 T ce

max,GLC 5.692 mmol/L/s
[O2a] 8.34 mmol/L T ce

max,LAC 0.264 mmol/L/s
[GLCa] 6 mmol/L T eb

max,GLC 6.408 mmol/L/s
[LACa] 1 mmol/L T eb

max,LAC 0.297 mmol/L/s
αF 0.7 Tbg

max,GLC 0.07 mmol/L/s
CBF0 0.012 s−1 Tbg

max,LAC 0.029 mmol/L/s
t1 5 s T gi

max,GLC 0.025 mmol/L/s
A 2.212 mmol/L T gi

max,LAC 0.585 mmol/L/s
C 10 mmol/L T in

max,GLC 0.581 mmol/L/s
N 0.212 mmol/L T in

max,LAC 0.256 mmol/L/s
[Na+

i ] 150 mmol/L kbi
Diff,GLC 0.023 s−1

[H+] 62.5 nmol/L kbi
Diff,LAC 0.023 s−1

Parameter correspond to published in vivo experimental data when possible, otherwise they were calculated
in order to find experimental stationary metabolites concentrations.
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Na+ dynamics [93,118]. In the steady-state, this notion is granted by the fact that both Na+ and K+ must
separately have their ohmic leakage exactly matched by their active pumping rates. Moreover, preserving ion
homeostasis requires the validity of this simplified proposition with respect to activation-related phenomena.

The leakage Na+ current is mathematically described by the Hodgkin-Horowicz formula, which is given
by

JLeak
Na+ =

S

V

gNa+

F
(ENa+ − Vm) =

S

V

gNa+

F

„
RT

F
ln

[Na+]o

[Na+]i
− Vm

«
(15)

where ENa+ is the Nernst potential for sodium and Vm is the membrane potential. Both the membrane
potential Vm and the extracellular sodium concentration [Na+]o are assumed as constants (see [118]). In
equation (15) F is the Faraday constant, R the gas constant, T the absolute temperature, S the cell surface
area, V the intracellular volume, and gNa+ the sodium conductance of the membrane. Sodium leakage
determines the resting ATP hydrolysis by the Na+/K+–ATPase. Considering the biophysical properties
of human cortical cellular membranes and assuming that the ATP consumption equals one third of the
sodium load into cells, it has been calculated that the energy needed for Na+ extrusion pertaining to resting
membrane potentials is about 3-fold greater in neurons than in astrocytes [93,94].

A.3 Na+/K+–ATPase
At rest, energy is required by the Na+/K+–ATPase for the maintenance of resting membrane potentials.
During brain activation sodium flux into cells is enhanced, which further activates the pump and augment
the demand for ATP. To a first approximation, the velocity of the pump is supposed to depend on ATP
concentration via standard Michaelis-Menten kinetics and intracellular Na+ [14] according to the formula

vPump =
S

V
kPump[ATP][Na+]i

„
1 +

[ATP]

Km,Pump

«−1

(16)

where kPump is the rate constant of the pump, Km,Pump the Michaelis-Menten constant for ATP, and [ATP]
and [Na+]i the intracellular ATP and sodium concentration, respectively.

A.4 Stimulation-derived Na+ influx
The Na+ entry into individual neurons and astrocytes due to their electrical activity in terms of ionic channels
or neurotransmitter receptors is described globally because of channels distribution differences among brain
cells, and the lack of models about several physiologic mechanisms such as habituation. Modeling evidence
has been produced that the inward flow of Na+ ions into cells cannot be restricted to action potentials,
because only neuronal axons and somata are concerned [118]. More physiological results have been obtained
considering the involvement of synaptic potentials [10], whose theoretical account is based on the time-
course of intracortical electrophysiologic recordings [91]. Accordingly, synaptic activity (which encompasses
neuronal habituation processes) results in a varying velocity—i.e. a decay—of sodium inrush into neurons
and astrocytes. Thus, during a sustained activation (for 0 ≤ t ≤ tend) it is convenient to assume a time-
dependent sodium flow of the form

JStim
Na+ = v1 + v2

t

τ
exp

„
−
t

τ

«
(17)

that is a constant term plus an alpha function, where v1, v2 and τ parameters depend on the cell type and
on the chosen stimulation paradigm [10,11]. It should be realized that a theoretical characterization of Na+

influx into astrocytes due to glutamate uptake is currently unfeasible, nor it is the knowledge of a putative
differential representation between the explicit neuronal and astrocytic time-dependent stimulation term.
However, since the different time scale between Na+ movements across cells (milliseconds) and changes in
metabolites concentration (seconds), the exact time-course of sodium entrance into cells is thought to be
not critical [10, 11]. Nonetheless, it was the alteration of the relative neuronal versus astrocytic stimulation
magnitude to conducts the model outcomes toward diverging interpretations [11].

A.5 Adenosine triphosphate homeostasis
The production of adenosine triphosphate in the brain is regulated in order to maintain a high and far from
equilibrium ATP concentration. Although its terminal phosphate groups have a very rapid turnover [120],
ATP is kept at relatively constant level by an efficient control of ADP phosphorylation with respect to ATP
hydrolysis, resulting in a stable net sum of fast synthesis and utilization. Cerebral cells are thought to have
both high and fluctuating energy requirements, which can seldom be met by glucose catabolism alone via
glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation [121]. On the basis of the current evidence, it appears that two
much faster mechanisms have evolved that act in concert to reduce the potential limitations for energy usage
by ATPases which may be induced by the localized pile up of ATP or ADP [65]. These energy buffer systems
are based on the reversible transfer of phosphate groups by protein kinases, thereby facilitating all those
processes that would otherwise depend entirely on the free diffusion of ATP and ADP. The importance of
the implicated enzymes—i.e. adenylate kinase and creatine kinase—in the brain indicates that diffusion
alone is insufficient to sustain the physiologic energetic provisions to neural cells [117].

Accumulation of ADP derived from increased energy demand is prevented by the active adenylate kinase
(AK) reaction, which forms equivalent amounts of ATP and AMP from ADP. The enzymatic activity of AK
provides a sensitive control for the maintenance of cellular ATP concentration, because a rise in AMP level
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trigger the activation of AMP kinase, which in turn is a positive modulator of ATP synthesis [122]. The
transport of ATP equivalents between sites of production and sites of consumption is significantly reinforced
by the creatine-phosphocreatine shuttle, which relies on the enzyme creatine kinase (CK) catalyzing the
transfer of phosphate groups from phosphocreatine (PCr) to creatine (Cr).

A.6 Adenylate kinase
In the brain, the adenylate kinase (AK)-catalyzed reaction is close to equilibrium [49], with an equilibrium
constant given by

qAK =
[ADP]2

[AMP][ATP]
(18)

Considering the conserved moiety of adenosine nucleotides, namely

A = [AMP] + [ADP] + [ATP] (19)

this allows to express ADP and AMP concentration as a function of ATP concentration, total adenylates
and equilibrium constant qAK [123]. In particular, ADP concentration is written by

[ADP] =
[ATP]

2

"
−qAK +

s
q2AK + 4qAK

„
A

[ATP]
− 1

«#
(20)

This leads to the equation

d[AMP]

d[ATP]
= −1 +

qAK
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−

1
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q2AK + 4qAK

„
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[ATP]
− 1

«
+

+
qAKA

[ATP]

r
q2AK + 4qAK

“
A

[ATP]
− 1
” (21)

which results in the possibility to neglect the explicit reaction expression and include the effect of AK in the
derivative of ATP concentration [14].

A.7 Creatine kinase
The velocity of the creatine kinase (CK)-catalyzed reaction can be calculated according to several models
[124–126]. However, the effect of phosphocreatine (PCr) and creatine (Cr) in buffering ATP level can be
simplified by reducing the CK system to a single reaction [118]. Accordingly, it is possible to formulate the
reversible reaction velocity as

vCK = k+
CK[PCr][ADP]− k−CK[Cr][ATP] (22)

where k+
CK and k−CK are the second-order rate constants for the direct and inverse reaction, respectively. The

total creatine level is written as
C = [PCr] + [Cr] (23)

and it is held constant. Given ample cerebral phosphocreatine, the creatine-phosphocreatine shuttle system
can generate ATP at a rate that is ten times faster than oxidative phosphorylation and 40 times faster
than glycolysis [121]. Recently, putative neuron-glia relationships have been suggested with respect to the
phosphocreatine shuttle [127], which could reflect the distinct cellular expression of CK isoenzymes and
creatine transporters [128]. However, the significance of intercellular creatine exchanges in the physiologic
brain energy homeostasis is presently not established.

A.8 Glycolysis
The first step in the catabolism of glucose molecule is glycolysis (also known as the Embden-Meyerhoff
pathway), which results in the net production of 2 molecules of ATP per glucose, following the attachment
of another phosphate to ADP by means of cytoplasmic substrate-level phosphorylation. Besides the impor-
tance of glycolytic metabolism in regulating the cellular energy production due to its sensitivity to ATP
concentration [120,129], it plays a major role in brain energetics since it determines the rate of intracellular
glucose catabolism, and hence its cerebral metabolic rate (CMRGlc). Validated theoretical descriptions of
the glycolytic pathway have been achieved based on a simplified model of erythrocyte glycolysis, embrac-
ing the explicit description of the sole reactions catalyzed by regulatory enzymes, namely hexokinase (HK),
phosphofructokinase (PFK), phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK), and pyruvate kinase (PK) [14,130,131].

The activity of hexokinase (HK) and phosphofructokinase (PFK) is lumped together in a single term,
which takes into account the inhibition by ATP following Hill equation [14] and the glucose tissue concen-
tration via Michaelis-Menten kinetics [49], thus obtaining a velocity for the HK-PFK system given by

vHK−PFK = kHK−PFK[ATP]

»
1 +

„
[ATP]

KI,ATP

«n–−1 „
1 +

Kg

[GLC]

«−1

(24)
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where kHK−PFK is the first-order rate constant, KI,ATP is the inhibition constant for ATP with n as its Hill
coefficient, and Kg is the Michaelis-Menten constant for glucose. The velocity of phosphoglycerate kinase
(PGK) can be written as

vPGK = kPGK[1, 3BPG][ADP] (25)

where [1, 3BPG] is the 1,3-bisphosphoglycerate concentration, and kPGK is the second-order rate constant in
which it is assumed that the enzyme velocity is proportional to the product of concentrations of its substrates
[14]. However, it is possible to not consider explicitly the 1,3BPG concentration by taking into account that
the glyceraldehyde-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH)-catalyzed reaction is almost at equilibrium, which
leads to an equilibrium constant given by

qGAPDH =
[1, 3BPG][NADH]

[GAP][NAD+][Pi]
(26)

where [GAP] is the glyceraldehyde-phosphate concentration and [NAD+] and [NADH] are the nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide and its reduced counterpart, respectively, whose total concentration

N = [NADH] + [NAD+] (27)

is constant. Since the concentration of inorganic phosphate [Pi] is supposed to vary slightly [14,118], equation
(25) can be written as

vPGK = k′PGK[GAP][ADP]
[NAD+]

[NADH]
(28)

where the term k′PGK = kPGKqPGKDH[Pi] is constant. The reaction catalyzed by pyruvate kinase (PK)
obeys second-order kinetics [14], and can be written as

vPK = kPK[PEP][ADP] (29)

where kPK is the relative rate constant, and [PEP] the phosphoenolpyruvate concentration. The reversible
conversion of pyruvate to lactate is accomplished by lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), whose reaction velocity
is given by

vLDH = k+
LDH[PYR][NADH]− k−LDH[LAC][NAD+] (30)

where k+
LDH and k−LDH are the second-order rate constants for the direct and inverse reaction, respectively

[118].
Under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions, considerable lactate is produced in the brain by glycoly-

sis. Conversion of lactate to pyruvate by LDH is thus necessary for further metabolism of lactate through
the tricarboxylic acid cycle (see below). The enzyme LDH exists in five isoforms (LDH1–5), consisting of
tetramers formed from two distinct subunits (M and H) and exhibiting slightly different kinetic properties
with respect to rates of catalysis and affinities for pyruvate. Moreover, there is a differential enrichment of
LDH M4 and M3H isoforms in astrocytes and H4 and H3M in neurons [132]. It must be realized, however,
that LDH isoforms predominance within a cellular compartment cannot control per se the direction of lactate
dehydrogenation [117].

A.9 Mitochondrial respiration
In order for glucose to be completely oxidized to CO2, pyruvate formed in glycolysis (or derived from lactate
dehydrogenation) is converted to acetyl coenzyme A (acetyl-CoA) by the multienzyme complex of pyruvate
dehydrogenase (PDH), which is localized in mitochondria. The PDH complex controls the rate of pyruvate
entry in the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle and the subsequent oxygen-dependent mitochondrial respiration
by becoming more active under states of greater metabolic activity, which is distinguished for increased
pyruvate and ADP concentrations and decreased acetyl-CoA and ATP levels [117].

When the rate of pyruvate production through glycolysis exceeds pyruvate utilization by TCA cycle, the
end-product of glycolysis is lactate, albeit in the brain considerable lactate is produced under both aerobic
and anaerobic conditions. Conversion of pyruvate to lactate is carried out by lactate dehydrogenase (LDH),
and allows the regeneration of NAD+ which is essential to maintain a continued glycolytic flux. Furthermore,
pyruvate dehydrogenation by PDH is inhibited by NADH, thereby reducing the formation of acetyl-CoA by
pyruvate allowing more pyruvate to be reduced to lactate in order to restore the NAD+ necessary to sustain
glycolysis [98]. The condition of enhanced lactate production has been well described in skeletal muscle
during intense exercise and appears to share similarities with the transient uncoupling between glucose and
oxygen consumptions observed in stimulated human cerebral cortex [5]. Although the oxidation of pyruvate
is subject to control at several enzymatic steps, it has been put forward that a simplified description based
essentially on substrates availability—i.e. pyruvate, oxygen and ADP—can be adopted [10,49,133].

The various aspects of mitochondrial respiration, which include shuttle systems for reducing equivalents,
tricarboxylic-acid cycle and oxidative phosphorylation can be thus grouped together in a single term vMito,
which is assumed to be equal to the velocity of pyruvate dehydrogenase [10,11]. Accordingly, vMito depends on
intracellular pyruvate, oxygen and ADP concentration conforming to the Michaelis-Menten kinetics [49,133],
which can be written as

vMito = Vmax,Mito

„
1 +

Km,Mito

[PYR]

«−1 „
1 +

KO2

[O2]

«−1 „
1 +

Km,ADP

[ADP]

«−1

(31)

where Vmax,Mito is the maximum velocity of the mitochondrial respiration, and Km,Mito, KO2, and Km,ADP

are the Michaelis-Menten constants for pyruvate, oxygen and ADP, respectively.
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A.10 Nutrients transport
The amount of energy available limits the capacity of the brain to effectively process information [20].
Accordingly, blood flow is increased to brain areas where nerve cells are active, in an independent fashion
with respect to the global brain perfusion [134]. Cerebral blood flow (CBF) is controlled by smooth muscle
cells surrounding precapillary arterioles, which are thought to constrict or dilate in response to the activity of
dedicated neuronal networks, thus providing a coupling mechanism between activity and blood flow control.
However, currently there is not a complete understanding of the fundamental mechanisms responsible for
the regulation of local CBF, where a variety of factors are likely to contribute [2].

Regardless of the exact physiologic determinant, there is a rise in the local CBF in order to adapt the
nutrients delivery to the increased metabolic needs after brain activation. Under normal conditions, CBF
is readily raised to a new stationary level for the entire duration of the stimulus [135], thereby determining
an increase in the fraction of extraction and wash out of nutrient molecules such as glucose, oxygen and
lactate [10].

The increase in cerebral blood flow (CBF) accounts for substrates supply and/or clearance through the
blood-brain barrier (BBB). It can be modeled as a trapezoidal function [135] given by

CBF(t) =


(1 + αF )CBF0 t1 ≤ t ≤ tend

CBF0 t < 0, t > tend + t2
(32)

where CBF0 is the blood flow value at rest, αF is the CBF increase fraction, tend is the duration of the
stimulation, and t1 and t2 are the durations of the up and down ramps so that CBF(t) increases and decreases
linearly for 0 ≤ t ≤ t1 and tend ≤ t ≤ tend + t2, respectively. For t1 = t2 the function CBF(t) described by
equation (32) is symmetrical [10]. The CBF regulates the capillary glucose ([GLC]cap), lactate ([LAC]cap)
and oxygen ([O2]cap) concentration following mass balance [118], which results in flow equations given by

jcGLC = 2CBF(t) ([GLC]serum − [GLC]cap) (33)
jcLAC = 2CBF(t) ([LAC]serum − [LAC]cap) (34)

jcO2
= 2CBF(t) ([O2]serum − [O2]cap) (35)

where [GLC]serum, [LAC]serum and [O2]serum are the glucose, lactate and oxygen serum concentrations,
respectively.

The delivery of nutrients to brain cells and the their intercellular trafficking is modulated by a number of
transporters existing in several isoforms. In particular, the facilitated transport of both glucose and lactate
is mediated by a specific family of transporter proteins (GLUTs and MCTs, respectively), whose members
have distinct cellular expression patterns and different kinetic properties [12]. Traditionally, carrier-mediated
nutrients transport to the brain has been indeed described by standard symmetric Michaelis-Menten kinetics,
with the reversible model being more appropriate than the unidirectional product formation model [10,136].
However, a more adequate description takes into account the asymmetric transport kinetic properties as
accounted for by the distinct modes of transport of these carriers, namely equilibrium exchange, zero-trans
entry, and zero-trans exit [12]. Mathematically this reduces to a single equation, which is given by

JG = TG,max
[G]o (K + [G]i)− [G]i (K + [G]o)

K2 +KRio[G]o +KRoi[G]i +Ree[G]o[G]i
(36)

where TG,max is the maximum transport rate, K is an affinity term and Ree, Roi and Rio are the resistance
terms for equilibrium exchange, zero-trans entry, and zero-trans exit, respectively [12]. In equation (36) G is
the involved substance and o and i subscripts refer to either extra- or intracellular compartment, respectively.
It is worth mentioning that the transport of nutrients in the brain may change under certain conditions by
means of upregulation or downregulation of transporter proteins at the cerebral endothelium [137]. However,
it is not known whether the adaptation of the properties of these transporters due to alteration of protein
expression is significantly involved under physiological levels of brain activation [138].

Brain homeostasis is controlled by the blood-brain barrier (BBB), an active membrane system which
maintains an appropriate cellular environment by limiting the transport of substances to the tissue via both
physical and metabolic barriers. In particular, the lumen of cerebral capillaries is completely encircled by
endothelial cells, which form cell-to-cell seal tight junctions resulting in a very low paracellular permeability.
Interestingly, numerous structural, pharmacological and biochemical studies have found a polarization of
receptors, enzymes and channels at the cerebral endothelia (see [139]).

Transit across the BBB involves translocation through lumenal membrane, internal cytoplasmic domain,
and ablumenal membrane of the capillary endothelium. Moreover, the ablumenal surface of the endothelium
is supported by a thin basement membrane—i.e. basal lamina—consisting of proteins belonging to the
extracellular matrix (ECM). The basal lamina, which is shared by endothelial cells as well as by pericytes
and astrocytic endfeet providing mechanical support for cell attachment, can act as a barrier to the passage of
macromolecules. Microvascular pericytes send out cellular projections covering approximately 20-30% of the
vascular circumference [140]. Astrocytes, on the contrary, envelop more than 99% of the BBB endothelium,
resulting in a ∼ 20 nm gap between adjacent astrocytes [12]. Nevertheless, this separation is readily diffusible
by horseradish peroxidase (HRP) as demonstrated by intracerebroventricular injection into the cerebrospinal
fluid [141]. Since HRP is considerably larger than brain metabolites such as glucose and lactate, it is likely
that astrocytes do not contribute to the physical barrier of the BBB. Thus, because the layer of astrocytic
endfeet surrounding blood capillaries does not constitute a impediment to permeation of basal lamina, free
molecular diffusion may contribute significantly to the transport of nutrients into interstitium [12]. However,
the degree of obstruction placed by dead-end spaces and the extensive mesh of intertwined fibrous proteins
and proteoglycans of the ECM in the proximity of the sole basement membrane remains difficult to ascertain.
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Howsoever, besides facilitative transport glucose and lactate entry/exit to/from the brain occurs also
through diffusion across the endothelial cell layer. The free diffusion of a substance in the ECS can be
described theoretically by the diffusion coefficient D as well as by the tortuosity factor λ, which represents
the hindrance imposed on diffusing molecules by the tissue with respect to an obstacle-free medium [142].
These two values constitute the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), which equals D/λ. The apparent rate
constant kapp for molecular diffusion between regions separated by a distance φ is thus given by

kapp =
ADC

φ2
=

D

λφ2
(37)

where φ can be taken as the average midpoint between adjacent brain capillaries [12].
A somewhat different treatment is needed for oxygen transport through the BBB, which operates by

simple diffusion according to Fick’s law [10, 49, 143]. The velocity of oxygen transport depends on the BBB
surface Scap and permeability P , as well as on the oxygen concentration gradient between blood and tissue,
according to the equation

JO2 =
PScap

Vcap

`
[O2]plasma − [O2]tissue

´
(38)

where Vcap is the capillary volume. It is generally assumed that the average concentration of oxygen inside
the capillary [O2]cap is related to the average plasma oxygen concentration [O2]plasma via the classical Hill
equation [49,143], which can be written as

[O2]cap = [Hb]OPHb

»
1 +

„
KO2

[O2]plasma

«n–−1

(39)

where n is the Hill coefficient, [Hb] is the hemoglobin concentration, OPHb is hemoglobin oxiphoric power—
i.e. the maximum number of O2 molecules carried by one molecule of hemoglobin—and KO2 is the product
of oxygen p50 by the O2 solubility coefficient. Inverting (39) for [O2]plasma and inserting it into (38) gives

JO2 =
PScap

Vcap

264 KO2“
[Hb]OPHb
[O2]cap

− 1
”1/n

− [O2]tissue

375 (40)

which relates the blood-tissue flux of oxygen to the relevant concentrations.


